ICOM 4036 Assignment 1

For this assignment, each participant presents roughly about 5 pages of some section of Chapter 2 of the textbook, in about 5 minutes in class. You can reach Chapter 2, here.

This assignment has 3 stages with the following specifications and deadlines:

Stage 1: send me an email specifying whether or not you participate in this assignment. In particular, those who wish to participate in this assignment send me an email like this:

   Email Subject: ICOM4036, A1, Yes
   Email Body: empty

And those who will not participate in this assignment send me an email like this:

   Email Subject: ICOM4036, A1, No
   Email Body: empty

Stage 1 is due on Tuesday, January 26, at 10:00 PM.

After receiving your emails, I will send each participant an email in which I will assign you a teammate and a section to present (about 5 pages of Chapter 2 per person).

Stage 2: send me your slides about the section assigned to you (about 5 Power Point slides per person)
Deadline: Tuesday, February 2, at 10:00 PM by email.

Stage 3: together with your teammate(s), present your section on Tuesday, February 9 in class.

I encourage all of you to participate in this assignment as Chapter 2 will be part of your first partial exam too.

**** Note the deadlines (dates and times) are firm. Please plan ahead. ****